Broadridge Connect
For Your FX/MM Confirmations

Broadridge Connect for Confirmations (BCC) provides you with a cost-effective method to electronically affirm your FX/MM confirmations with over 10,000 banks, brokers and financial institutions worldwide.

Key Features
- All of your banks’ confirmations in a single view
- Easy to navigate and use – including affirmations and queries
- Full trade fundamentals including settlement and regulatory information
- Export functions and support for integration with your TMS
- Secure web login
- Optional email notifications upon confirmation arrivals
- Defined exception handling process – track your banks’ discrepancies
- Powerful filtering, sorting and searching of your confirmations
- Access and retrieval from archives
- Full audit history
- Optional ‘four eyes’ control steps

Key Benefits
- Affirm within seconds of trades being executed
- Meet regulatory requirements with UTI consumptions
- Retire redundant paper-based confirmation processes
- Reduce manual effort using easy ‘one click’ steps
- Fast-track availability

Mitigate your trading risks through earlier identification of discrepancies
BCC is purpose-built to solve the modern day challenges of T+0 confirmation management with your banks, irrespective of your trading volumes and current practices. If your bank is part of the SWIFT network then they will already be part of, or are eligible to join, the Broadridge Service. Speak to them today about BCC or ask us to contact them on your behalf.

Solve the regulator conundrum
With an increasing drive towards an earlier agreement in the trade confirmation lifecycle and the need to consume and submit additional information to regulators in the allocated time, BCC provides the gateway to all of your banks’ FX and MM confirmation flows, irrespective of your preferred trading venue, so that the need to manage multiple confirmation platforms becomes a practice of the past.

Leverage secure technology
With no software to install, the BCC service is launched using industry-standard web technology and uses tried and tested security protocols to ensure confirmation delivery is protected and secure. The BCC service leverages existing SWIFT technology without your firm needing to be a member of the SWIFT network, therefore benefitting from a robust, always-available network.

Optimised views
The BCC service leverages our deep domain expertise to classify and present confirmations to you in a straightforward, uncomplicated way, providing all of the trade fundamentals to validate, plus details of trading book exposures, settlement information to ensure payment completeness, and regulatory information which you may need to complement your submission to trade repositories.

Contact Us
connectforconfirmations@broadridge.com